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Show Report

This exciting production brought the audience to their feet with excitement as they applauded the cast of this show for all the hard work and talented performances that were given throughout the evening. The production brought to the forefront a lot of hidden talent that dwells beneath the facade of just being another youth theatre. The part of Tyrone Jackson played by (Greg Williamson) as one of the key parts in the show gave a very talented performance. The talents of Amber Russell who played Carmen Diaz at times brought tears to your eyes. Mark Barton as Jose Vegas gave a dynamic performance throughout the evening. The cast were well drilled in movement and vocals and deserved to be praised to the highest esteem. Alan Gibson’s orchestra was well controlled and gave the cast a lift that brought the production to a near professional standard. I must mention that the sound operation was a pleasure the levels did not deafen the audience in any way but blended and gave a perfect balance with the band. The production team must be complimented on the standards of this production with suitable costuming and a multi level set helped to bring this production of Fame to life. Hearty Congratulations to one and all.